We present an advance toward accurately predicting the arrivals of coronal mass ejections (CMEs) at the terrestrial planets, including Earth. For the first time, we are able to assess a CME prediction model using data over two thirds of a solar cycle of observations with the Heliophysics System Observatory. We validate modeling results of 1337 CMEs observed with the Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) heliospheric imagers (HI) (science data) from 8 years of observations by five in situ observing spacecraft. We use the self-similar expansion model for CME fronts assuming 60°longitudinal width, constant speed, and constant propagation direction. With these assumptions we find that 23%-35% of all CMEs that were predicted to hit a certain spacecraft lead to clear in situ signatures, so that for one correct prediction, two to three false alarms would have been issued. In addition, we find that the prediction accuracy does not degrade with the HI longitudinal separation from Earth. Predicted arrival times are on average within 2.6 ± 16.6 h difference of the in situ arrival time, similar to analytical and numerical modeling, and a true skill statistic of 0.21. We also discuss various factors that may improve the accuracy of space weather forecasting using wide-angle heliospheric imager observations. These results form a first-order approximated baseline of the prediction accuracy that is possible with HI and other methods used for data by an operational space weather mission at the Sun-Earth L5 point.
Introduction
A major goal in space weather research is to improve the accuracy of forecasts concerning coronal mass ejection (CME) arrival times and speeds, and whether a CME impacts or misses the Earth. This is needed to ensure that potentially disrupting effects for society are mitigated [Oughton et al., 2017, and references therein] . The heliospheric imagers (HI [Howard et al., 2008; Eyles et al., 2009] ) on board Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) have pioneered this approach for the first time away from the Sun-Earth line. Because solar wind structures such as CMEs can be observed as they propagate toward the Earth and even as they sweep over it [Davis et al. 2009; Möstl et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2010; Colaninno et al. 2013; Möstl et al. 2014; DeForest et al., 2016; Wood et al. 2017] , it makes sense to use modeling approaches specifically designed for HI Lugaz, 2010; Davies et al., 2012; Möstl and Davies, 2013; Möstl et al., 2014; Rollett et al., 2016] to predict CME arrival times and whether a CME will impact a certain heliospheric location, similar to analytical or numerical modeling [e.g., Vršnak et al., 2014; Mays et al., 2015] . For assessing the prediction accuracy, data not only of the near Earth solar wind but also from several other spacecraft operating in the heliosphere can be used. This collection of spacecraft is known as the Heliophysics System Observatory (HSO). Here we use data from the HSO spacecraft operating in the heliosphere and at the Sun-Earth L1 point, but no data from other spacecraft in geospace.
In this study, we test the validity of using HI observations for space weather forecasting, in particular for the CME arrival time, and the accuracy of hit and miss predictions. These are essential results for a possible future space weather mission to the L5 point, which could continuously monitor the Sun and the space between the Sun and Earth with HI [Lavraud et al., 2016; DeForest et al., 2016] . Wide field imagers, somewhat akin to the STEREO/HI instrument, will also be onboard Solar Orbiter and Solar Probe Plus, and STEREO Ahead/HI continues to observe the solar wind between the Sun and Earth in July 2015, emphasizing that our results will provide a baseline for future missions.
We present here the first work in which predictions based on a large-scale sample of 1337 CMEs observed with either HI instrument (HIA on STEREO A and HIB on STEREO B) are tested with 641 interplanetary coronal mass ejection events observed in situ, obtained between April 2007 and September 2014 and ranging in heliocentric distances from 0.308 to 1.086 AU. It has been shown previously [e.g., Colaninno et al., 2013; Möstl et al., 2014; Tucker-Hood et al., 2015] that STEREO/HI may enhance the warning times and the accuracy of CME predictions, even in near real time [Tucker-Hood et al., 2015] . However, the conclusion of these studies was that there is still room for improvement concerning the HI modeling and that the maximum number of events that could be ratified with a corresponding in situ observation was around 20 [e.g., Möstl et al., 2014; Tucker-Hood et al., 2015] . Note that in this present work, all predictions are in fact made in hindsight.
For predicting space weather at Earth or any other planet it is necessary to test the HI modeling techniques also for distances other than 1 AU. Studies so far have focused on in situ data near 1 AU Rollett et al., 2016] or on data taken in the near-Earth solar wind [Tucker-Hood et al., 2015] . Our aim in this work is thus twofold: (1) to substantially increase the number of CME events available for the statistical prediction performance analyses and (2) to test the forecasts based on HI data for heliocentric distances other than 1 AU. This is of relevance for studies of planetary space weather and even for manned Mars missions.
Methods and Data
This work is an outcome of the HELiospheric Cataloguing, Analyses, and Techniques Service (HELCATS) project, in which eight academic research institutions from around Europe were involved from May 2014 to April 2017. During the time of this project, we have established, among many other catalogs from heliospheric data sets, several catalogs that are relevant for this study: the catalog of observed CMEs with HI is called HIGeoCAT, the catalog of predicted arrivals ARRCAT, the catalog of the in situ interplanetary data DATAC AT, and information on the in situ CME (ICME) observations is gathered in the ICMECAT. It contains data from the solar wind observatories Wind, STEREO A, STEREO B, Venus Express (VEX), MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER), and Ulysses. We use all spacecraft for a comparison to HI except Ulysses because there are too few CME events observed by this spacecraft.
HIGeoCAT
The CME catalog, HIGeoCAT, forms the basis of our investigation. This is underpinned by a catalog of CMEs visually identified in images from the inner (HI1) camera on each STEREO spacecraft (available on the HELCATS website, see section 5), using science data (not real-time beacon data). For each CME in that catalog categorized as either "good" or "fair," a time-elongation map (commonly called a J map) was constructed from combined HI1 and HI2 difference observations, along a position angle corresponding to-as near as practicable-the CME apex. Note that in 71% of cases, this is within 30°of the solar equatorial plane, which is situated at a position angle of 90 (HIA) and 270°(HIB). This demonstrates the tendency for CMEs to be confined to low equatorial latitudes. The time-elongation profile corresponding to the leading edge of the CME was extracted, by clicking along the appropriate trace in the J map [Sheeley et al., 1999; Rouillard et al., 2008] ; for each CME, this process was repeated multiple times. The resulting tracks were fitted with the Self-Similar Expansion Fitting (SSEF) method [Davies et al., 2012] with 30°half width, in short called SSEF30. Thus, for each CME a 60°full width in the solar equatorial plane is assumed. The method assumes the CME front to be of circular shape and is based on geometrical aspects of objects that propagate at a given angle to the observer. We use only single-spacecraft HI results, similar to what would be available on an L5 mission, and no stereoscopic results are used. The CME parameters in HIGeoCat include among others a constant speed and constant propagation direction, and a launch time sse_launch, which is a backprojection to the time of the CME's inception in the solar corona. It is usually very close in time to the first appearance of the CME in the STEREO coronagraph COR2 . The time range of the HI observations and modeling was 1 April 2007 to 27 September 2014. Figure 1a shows an overview of the positions of the predicted CME impacts in the heliosphere. This is based on the ARRival CATalog (ARRCAT) that was produced for all events in HIGeoCAT. ARRCAT contains impacts at Earth L1, STEREO A, STEREO B, VEX, and MESSENGER. These are further called the targets. We have also produced arrival lists for Mars, Saturn, Ulysses, Mars Science Laboratory (MSL), MAVEN, and Rosetta, but they are not used in this work. The position of VEX is assumed equal to the location of Venus, and the location of MESSENGER is equal to Mercury after orbit insertion on 18 March 2011. 
ARRCAT
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Essentially, for each CME it is assessed whether a planet or spacecraft is currently situated within ±30°heliospheric longitude (Heliocentric Earth Equatorial, HEEQ [Thompson, 2006] ) of the CME propagation direction. If this is the case, the SSEF30 circle is expected to impact a target, and an entry in ARRCAT is produced. The heliospheric positions of those targets are assessed at the time sse_launch as the CME leaves the Sun. For creating a predicted arrival time of a CME, we add a time of travel, depending on the heliocentric distance of the target and the CME speed, to sse_launch (for details on the method see Möstl and Davies [2013] . The predicted impact time target_arrival and the speed are calculated including the circular shaped SSEF30 front, which results in significant delays of flank impacts compared to head-on hits due to the circular geometry [Möstl and Davies, 2013] .
At VEX and MESSENGER, the spacecraft position at sse_launch is actually a few degrees away from the planet position at the time of the hit. For STEREO A/B and Earth, this problem does not occur because in the HEEQ coordinate system, their positions move very little (STEREO) or not at all (Earth). Therefore, a slight shift occurs between the longitudinal position of the predicted impact and the actual longitude of the targets VEX and MESSENGER at impact time. For VEX, this amounts on average to 1.8 ± 0.9°longitude, and for MESSENGER its 4.2 ± 2.6°.
It is not straightforward to calculate how this shift affects the arrival time calculation, because this depends on many factors such as CME speed, heliocentric distance, and in particular the position of the impact along the circular front. However, we can make an estimate based on average values. With the method from Möstl and Davies [2013] we find that for an average predicted impact speed of 513 km s À1 at the distance of Venus, and a difference to the CME apex of 15°the difference in arrival time due to a shift of 1.8°is about 1.3 h. For very extreme cases (very slow CME, far flank hits) it can also be on the order of 10 h, which is caused by the strong curvature of the circular SSEF shape at the front edges. A similar value of 1.7 h difference in arrival time is found for MESSENGER, again for average values. This means that the arrival time calculation is very often not much affected by the systematic error in assessing the spacecraft position at launch time. Nevertheless, this is a problem inherent to our current method of arrival time calculation and should be fixed in future updates.
DATACAT
The name DATACAT is given to the collection of all files that include the in situ magnetic field and plasma data, downloaded from various online sources at the respective sites of the missions, and converted to a single coordinate system. The instrument studies of the magnetometers are for Wind Lepping et al. [1995] , for VEX Zhang et al. [2006] , for STEREO Luhmann et al. [2008] , and for MESSENGER Anderson et al. [2007] . For VEX and MESSENGER, only magnetic field data are available. For completeness, plasma speeds, temperatures, and densities were taken from STEREO (PLASTIC [Galvin et al., 2008] ) and Wind (SWE [Ogilvie et al., 1995] ). Except for a comparison to the plasma speeds at Wind, we do not use the plasma data in this study. All data were either available or resampled to a 1 min time resolution.
The in situ data start on 1 January 2007. MESSENGER was still in cruise phase and has a few long intervals when no data was taken. The magnetic field data from the other missions are almost continuous. The magnetosphere measurements have been removed from MESSENGER observations in Mercury orbit, starting with the orbit insertion at Mercury on 18 March 2011, based on a manually established list of magnetosphere crossings for every MESSENGER orbit [Winslow et al., 2013] (updated until the end of the mission). For each orbit, we have excluded all data that were taken in between the outer boundaries of the bow shock. We have also manually removed any residual spikes (defined by clear instrumental artifacts of singular measurements above 100 nT) in the magnetic field data, so the calculations of ICME parameters are not affected. Calibrated level 2 magnetic field and plasma data from STEREO In situ Measurements of Particles And CME Transients (IMPACT) and Plasma and Suprathermal Ion Composition (PLASTIC) instruments, respectively, were obtained from the Space Physics Center of University of California, Los Angeles. Wind magnetic field and plasma data from MFI and SWE instruments were obtained from Coordinated Data Analysis Web service maintained by NASA. For removing the induced magnetosphere of Venus from the VEX data, a slightly modified formula from Zhang et al. [2008] was used. We use a terminator crossing of 3.5 instead of 2.14 and 2.364 [Zhang et al., 2008] , which works to exclude almost all movements of the bow shock while still retaining large amounts of solar wind data.
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Due to the end of the missions, VEX data terminates on 26 November 2014, and data from MESSENGER on 30 April 2015. STEREO A moved to solar conjunction starting with 19 August 2014, and contact with STEREO B was lost on 27 September 2014. Wind data are available still after than 27 September 2014, but the data used in our study end at this time because no continuous in situ nor imaging data from either STEREO spacecraft are available from this date to July 2015, when STEREO A continued observations.
ICMECAT
We define an interplanetary coronal mass ejection (ICME) as the full interval of disturbed solar wind, including the shock, sheath, magnetic obstacle, and a possible wake region [Rouillard, 2011; Kilpua et al., 2013] . We have gathered lists of in situ CME observations from various online catalogs and published sources, in the time frame January 2007 to December 2015, which overlaps fully with the HIGeoCAT. This results in 668 ICME events. For the comparison with HI, from April 2007 to September 2014, 641 events at the five target spacecraft are available. The reduction from 668 events to 641 is caused by the time ranges January 2007 to March 2007 and October 2014 to December 2015 not having continuous HI observations and because the few events observed by Ulysses have been omitted for comparison to HI. Figure 1b provides an overview of the positions where those ICMEs have been detected with respect to Earth, demonstrating the 360°heliospheric coverage of ICMEs. It is clear that merging the individual catalogs leads to some problems concerning different definitions of parameters. To work around this, we have taken only times from the individual catalogs: from the Wind ICME catalog for L1 ICMEs (by Teresa Nieves-Chinchilla), from the STEREO A/B ICME list by Lan Jian, and from the VEX ICME list from Good and Forsyth [2016] . ICMEs at MESSENGER were taken from Winslow et al. [2015] and Good and Forsyth [2016] . We have updated all ICME lists except for Wind to include ICMEs until the end of the missions (VEX and MESSENGER) or until solar conjunction was reached (STEREO A) or contact was lost (STEREO B).
There are four times included in ICMECAT, for each event. First, there is the icme_start_time, which is equal to the shock arrival or the beginning of a significant density enhancement. Then, mo_start_time and mo_end_time are given which signify the beginning and end of the magnetic obstacle, which is taken as an umbrella term for any significant magnetic structure with higher total magnetic field, and it may include smoothly rotating or complex magnetic field components. If there is no sheath region, i.e., the ICME starts immediately with a magnetic obstacle, the icme_start_time is similar to mo_start_time. For Wind only, a separate icme_end_time is given, for all other spacecraft the icme_end_time is the same as the mo_end_time.
Interacting ICMEs are treated usually as a single ICME in all catalogs, and only if they can be clearly separated they are considered as two individual structures.
ICMEs were identified at STEREO by Lan Jian using a range of plasma and magnetic field signatures, namely, an enhanced total perpendicular pressure (including the contribution of protons, electrons and alpha particles), a declining speed profile, low proton temperature, a relatively enhanced magnetic field strength, and smooth magnetic field rotations [Jian et al., 2006; Jian et al., 2013] . The presence of at least three of these signatures was required for an ICME identification. A minimum time duration for the signatures was not imposed, although all of the cataloged ICMEs had magnetic obstacle durations of at least 2.5 h.
The magnetic obstacles of ICMEs at Wind were identified as regions of magnetized plasma where the magnetic pressure was significantly greater than the plasma pressure (i.e., where the plasma β was low). Obstacles that showed rotation in at least one field component were defined as flux ropes, and obstacles that showed no rotation were defined as ejecta. Similarly to the STEREO catalog, signature duration was not used as an identification criterion; the shortest magnetic obstacle duration of an ICME observed at Wind was 5.5 h.
For MESSENGER and VEX, only magnetic field data were available for identification of ICMEs and subsequent derivation of the parameters; thus, they need some special attention. ICMEs observed at MESSENGER and VEX that have been listed by Good and Forsyth [2016] were all identified by the presence of magnetic flux rope signatures, i.e., relatively smooth rotations of the magnetic field direction coinciding with an elevated magnetic field strength. In general, flux ropes that had a duration of less than 4 h were not included in their catalog. No shock-driving identification criterion was imposed. MESSENGER observed ICMEs during both its long cruise phase and subsequent orbital phase at Mercury (from 18 March 2011); all ICMEs identified at VEX were observed during the spacecraft's orbital phase at Venus. ICMEs observed by MESSENGER and VEX during the orbital phases were obscured to varying degrees by magnetospheric intervals, although ICME boundaries Space Weather 10.1002/2017SW001614 were clearly visible in most cases. In case of overlaps of the MESSENGER ICME lists by Winslow et al. [2015] and Good and Forsyth [2016] we have taken the times from Winslow et al. [2015] because they include both the ICME start time and the magnetic obstacle times, whereas in the Good and Forsyth [2016] list only the magnetic obstacle times were available. We have also added shock times to the list by Good and Forsyth [2016] for those events from VEX and MESSENGER where a clear shock preceded the magnetic obstacle.
For all ICMEs, we have derived 30 parameters (e.g., mean and maximum magnetic field, B z field parameters, and minimum variance analysis of the magnetic obstacle) directly from the data in a homogeneous way, thus eliminating the need to compile different parameters from the different catalogs which might differ in their definitions from one catalog to another. In summary, in ICMECAT 483 ICMEs were observed close to 1 AU (Wind, STEREO A, and STEREO B), and 180 events in the inner heliosphere by VEX and MESSENGER, and five events by Ulysses. However, for our analysis only the icme_start_time, the mean magnetic field in the magnetic obstacle and the sheath speed at Wind is used for a comparison to the HI predictions. The catalog is thus introduced here also as a basis for future studies.
Summary of Data and Methods
Figure 2 is a screenshot of an animation that provides a convenient overview of the spacecraft positions, the CMEs in HIGeoCAT, and the magnetic field components and total field for the full duration of the data we study. The movie has a 6 h time resolution and covers 2007-2015 (see links to the online animation at the end of the paper). In Figure 2 (left), the SSEF30 circles propagate away from the Sun, for the inner heliosphere up to Mars orbit, for all CMEs observed by HI. For each CME, kinematics have been established by calculating R(t) = V_sse x t, where R(t) is the distance to Sun center, V_sse is the speed from SSEF30, and t is the time, starting with the SSEF launch time. These kinematics are then interpolated to the movie frame times. All apex positions for each CME are then sorted by time. When plotting the movie, for each movie frame, it is checked how many CMEs are currently "active" at that particular moment in time in the spatial domain covering 
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Every circle in the movie has a full width of 60°, which was chosen to be consistent with the average CME width in SOHO coronagraph observations [Yashiro et al., 2004] . We know from previous studies [e.g., Möstl et al., 2014] that the accuracy of the CME direction from SSEF30 has some problems-sometimes one can recognize two circles (one red and one blue) which are obviously the same CME seen from STEREO A and B because of the close timing, but the directions differ sometimes on the order of up to 50 degree in extreme cases although they describe the same CME. In Figure 2 (right) we show magnetometer observations by the five spacecraft as collected in DATACAT.
In summary, we have established the catalog of CME arrivals that we call ARRCAT, which is based upon the SSEF30 modeling in HIGeoCAT. We have also gathered in situ observations from up to 9 years of five different spacecraft in the DATACAT, from which we have derived ICME parameters based on the timings in existing ICME lists from the individual spacecraft, which we have updated and merged together in the ICMECAT.
Results
To test the predictive capabilities of data from STEREO/HI, we have essentially verified the catalog of predicted arrivals (ARRCAT) with respect to the icme_start_time in the catalog of in situ ICME detections (ICMECAT). This shows some fundamental results which are important for space weather forecasting with an HI instrument, based on modeling with the SSEF30 technique.
Hits and False Alarms
In Figure 3 we assess hit and false alarm predictions: Figure 3a shows the number of predicted CME hits, only from HIA, for each year as shaded bars. Figure 3b shows the same based on HIB observations. The solid bars represent the number of impacts that are accompanied by an actual ICME in situ detection at the respective planet or spacecraft indicated by the color code. To this end, a time window of ±1.5 days was used around the predicted arrival time to search for ICME start times. Table 1 shows the numbers for correctly predicted impacts at each spacecraft and for HIA/HIB separately. The average for MESSENGER and VEX at distances <1 AU is 22%, for the other spacecraft close to 1 AU it is 25% without self-predictions. With selfpredictions we denote CMEs that were observed by the same STEREO spacecraft with HI and in situ. The 
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accuracy percentage of the self-predictions are significantly higher with 38%, when averaging the numbers from both spacecraft. This underpins the idea that heliospheric imaging might work well also from L1 or Earth orbit [DeForest and Howard, 2015; DeForest et al., 2016] .
Overall, the prediction accuracy is 26%, so one out of four predicted impacts actually caused a clear ICME observed in the solar wind. This compares well to Tucker-Hood et al. [2015] who found that 1 out of 3, or 20 predicted arrivals out of 60 in total, lead to an ICME observed at Earth/L1, though their time window was larger. If we choose a different time window than 1.5 days, a window of 1.0 days leads for Earth to a percentage of 24%, 0.5 days to 15%, and 2.0 days to 37%, so the true positives range roughly between one out of three and one out of six, depending which time window is deemed appropriate.
For a time window of 1.5 days, this means that for every correct prediction (solid bars in Figure 3 ) there are about three false alarms (shaded bars). The average for HIB (30%) is higher than for HIA (23%), which might imply that the "view" from solar east works better compared to solar west, but it is hard to tell if this difference is significant without further analysis. Our study contains a large number of events, i.e., 250 predicted arrivals for Wind could be compared to potential matches within a list of 165 ICMEs, for VEX 121 predictions against 93 ICMEs and for MESSENGER 117 forecasted impacts were compared to 87 ICMEs. eliospheric longitude. Surprisingly, the percentage did not decrease with angles larger than L5 but slightly 
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increased as STEREO A went behind the limb as seen from Earth and finally into conjunction. Lugaz et al.
[2012] first described the possibility that using HI works for CMEs that propagate behind the limb as seen by an HI spacecraft, and this is consistent with our findings. However, the effect that the percentage of correct hits slightly increases with longitudinal separation needs to be investigated further. The current results imply that L5 is not a particular outstanding point for predicting CME hits and false alarms, but of course still very desirable because of its relative stability.
Contingency Table Results
The common approach in the event-based validation of space weather forecasts is the use of the contingency table [e.g., for CMEs [Zhao and Dryer, 2014; Tucker-Hood et al., 2015] , for flares [Bloomfield et al., 2012; Murray et al., 2017] , and for high-speed streams [Reiss et al., 2016] ). The performance information contained in the contingency table can be presented in form of verification measures, with the ultimate goal to objectively select the best performing method for operational forecasts. There are some precautions to consider, though. First, the entries in the contingency table need to be clearly defined. Second, different verification measures put different emphases on the table entries and may depend on the event/nonevent ratio. Third, a comparison of different methods for CME prediction is only meaningful if the same time range of observations and the same list for in situ observed interplanetary CMEs (ICMEs) is used for CME forecast verification. We would like to emphasize that the catalogs presented here, in particular the ICMECAT containing events at various planets and spacecraft, would be a suitable basis for such investigations with other methods for CME prediction than heliospheric imaging (see section 5 at the end of this study).
With this in mind, in Table 2 we present the 2 × 2 contingency table for Earth/L1. It contains the numbers of hits (true positives, TP) and false alarms (false positives, FP), and the values for false rejections (false negatives, FN, also called "misses") and correct rejections (true negatives, TN). TPs are defined by predicted arrivals that are accompanied by an ICME within ±1.5 days of the predicted arrival, FPs are predictions that did not result in an ICME (within ±1.5 days of the predicted arrival), and FNs are situ ICMEs that were not predicted (defined by no arrival around ±1.5 days of the icme_start_time). True negatives are more difficult to assess. Tucker-Hood et al. [2015] counted the days where no ICME arrived and none was predicted. Here we take a slightly different approach: we take into account the full length of ±1.5 days as T window = 3 days because it defined TP, FP, and FN before. Thus, we count every T window without an ICME nor a predicted arrival as one correct rejection event, and arrive at the total number of TNs by calculating
with N days the total number of observation days (2697 days, HIA; 2736 days, HIB). This results in 551/574 (HIA/ HIB) intervals of length T window where no CME arrived and none was predicted.
Based on the contingency table entries, several verification measures can be defined [see, e.g., Woodcock, 1976; Jolliffe and Stephenson, 2006 ]. Here we focus on the true positive rate (TPR), the false negative rate (FNR), the positive predictive value (PPV), the false alarm ratio (FAR), the threat score (TS), and the bias (BS). The TPR is defined as TP/(TP + FN), the ratio of hits and the total number of observed ICMEs. The FNR is FN/(TP + FN), the ratio of false rejections and the total number of observed ICMEs. The PPV is TP/(TP + FP), the ratio of hits to the total number of predicted ICMEs; and the FAR is FP/(TP + FP), the ratio of false alarms and the total number of predicted events.
In addition, the threat score (TS) is given by TP/(TP + FP + FN), the ratio of hits to the number of all events. The TS is defined in the range [0, 1], where the worst TS is 0, and the best possible TS is 1. The bias (BS) is (TP + FP)/ (TP + FN), the ratio of predicted and observed events. The BS indicates that if the forecasts are unbiased (BS = 1), they tend to underforecast (BS < 1) or overforecast (BS > 1) the number of ICMEs. All these measures use parts of the entries in Bloomfield et al. [2012] or Jolliffe and Stephenson [2006] ). We repeat here only the formula for the TSS:
The TSS is defined in the range [À1, 1], where the worst TSS is 0 and the best possible TSS is 1 or À1 (inverse classification). In contrast, the HSS is defined in the range [À∞, 1], where the worst HSS is smaller than 0 (HSS = 0, indicates no forecast skill) and the best HSS is 1.
In Table 3 , we present the skill scores computed for Earth/L1. We find that all verification measures computed are similar for HIA and HIB, respectively. For HIA (HIB) we find that the TPR is 0.44 (0.43), the FNR is 0.56 (0.57), the PPV is 0.30 (0.31), and the FAR is 0.70 (0.69). This means that 44% (43%) of ICMEs are correctly predicted with the SSEF30 technique, while only 30% (31%) of all ICMEs forecasted are observed. The computed BS of 1.44 (1.41) also confirms that the total number of ICMEs is clearly overforecasted. Focusing on the TS we find that 22% (22%) of ICME forecasts among all ICME events (either forecasted or observed) were correct. The high numbers of false alarms and misses are also reflected in the computed HSS and TSS, where the HSS is 0.17 (0.18) and the TSS is 0.20 (0.21).
Regarding the dependence on the length of the time windows, it is very interesting to note that the TSS is independent of the time window between ±1.0 days and ±2.0 days, resulting in very little variation of TSS within 0.19 to 0.22. Outside of this range of time windows, the TSS declines. Considering the differences in the setup used (HI method, ICME list, and time window) our results are comparable with Tucker-Hood et al.
[2015] who report a TPR of 0.31, a FAR of 0.64, and a HSS of 0.27.
The TSS for STEREO A self-predictions (i.e., HIA verified by STEREO A in situ observations) is only 0.05, because of an extremely high FNR of 0.90. This means that most CMEs that are detected by the in situ instruments are missed by its heliospheric imager. For STEREO B most skill scores and in particular the FNR are comparable to STEREO A, though TSS is here slightly better with a TSS of 0.15. Figure 5 demonstrates the arrival time differences for each spacecraft and HIA/HIB separately (a-e and f-j, respectively). We show the calculated (C) minus observed (O) differences in arrival times in hours. Positive values stand for cases where the CME arrived earlier than the forecast implied, and negative values signify late CME arrivals. Again we use a time window of ±1.5 days around all predicted arrival times in ARRCAT. The choice of 1.5 days is somewhat arbitrary, so we also quote results for ±1.0 and ±2.0 days. The ICME start time that is closest to the predicted arrival is taken for the C-O calculation, and this time difference must be inside the time window for which the C-O is calculated. All other ICMEs inside and outside this time window are ignored. These "double hits," where a predicted CME impact could be related to two ICME start times, are quite seldom and happen, e.g., at Earth only for 12% (9%) of arrivals predicted using HIA (HIB).
Arrival Times, Speeds, and Magnetic Fields
The total number of comparisons for HIA was 171, for HIB 194. The average C-O is 2.4 ± 17.1 h for HIA, and 2.7 ± 16.0 h for HIB, so no significant difference. For both spacecraft the average is 2.6 ± 16.6 h. For Earth/L1 alone, this result is 3.2 ± 16.3 h (HIA) and 0.8 ± 17.4 h (HIB). With a time window of 1.0 days, this result is 2.3 ± 12.5 h (HIA), 0.0 ± 12.1 h (HIB), and for 2.0 days its 5.3 ±22.5 h (HIA), and 1.3 ±22.9 h (HIB). This means that an arrival time difference depends on the time window, and thus, a time window should always be given when discussing arrival time differences. 
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In comparison, Möstl et al. [2014] find an average C-O = À1.4 ± 11.1 (their Table 3 ) for the SSEF30 technique, with all in situ spacecraft at 1 AU. The difference is explained by the selection of events by these authors that quite clearly matched between HI and in situ, whereas here there is no such selection. Most values in Table 2 are positive, so the CME arrived slightly earlier than predicted.
As an experiment, we have excluded events that propagate too far away from the solar equatorial plane in latitude so the only CMEs with a central position angle (PA) between ±20 degree around a PA of 90°(HIA) or 270°(HIB) are included as impacts. This works slightly better concerning the hit and miss percentages with 27% (HIA, a plus of 4%) and 35 (HIB, plus 5%). The values for the arrival time differences are overall here 2.8 ± 15.5 h (HIA) and 2.6 ± 15.2 h (HIB), with no significant change in the averages and improvements by 1.6 (HIA) and 0.8 (HIB) hours in the standard deviations. Figure 6 demonstrates the calculated minus observed CME speed at Earth. The in situ speed for comparison is the proton speed in the ICME sheath region. It is seen that many events cluster around a speed difference of 0, but there is a positive tail to the distribution, which is a consequence of the constant speed assumption of SSEF30, overestimating the arrival speed . The HI speed is corrected for the circular SSEF30 front [Möstl and Davies, 2013] . The in situ speed for comparison is the proton speed in the ICME sheath region. The differences are for HIA at Earth L1: 191 ± 341 km s À1 and HIB at Earth L1: 245 ± 446 km s À1 . These results are very similar to Möstl et al. [2014] who quote 252 ± 302 km s À1 . Because we do not have plasma speeds from VEX and MESSENGER, we cannot do this comparison for <1 AU.
It is also of great interest to find constraints on the magnitude of in situ ICME magnetic fields from the HI data. Figure 7 visualizes two relationships between parameters derived from HI as part of the arrival catalog and the in situ mean magnetic field in the magnetic obstacle. Figure 7a shows the predicted speed at the target and the mean magnetic field in the magnetic obstacle, between mo_start_time and mo_end_time. This is plotted for the hits (true positives) in the data set. Most events cluster around slow to intermediate speeds (<1000 km s À1 ) and low magnetic fields (<20 nT). Only at MESSENGER, because of its closer radial distance to the Sun, high average magnetic fields of up to about 90 nT are seen; at all other spacecraft they have been quite low during this solar cycle. For the events classified as hits, the averages ± standard deviations in situ magnetic fields in the magnetic obstacles are for Earth/L1 10.5 ± 5.0 nT, for VEX at Venus 19.8 ± 9.1 nT, and for MESSENGER 43.3 ± 17.9 nT. For a few events where the HI in situ connection was quite clear and only in situ events near 1 AU were used, Möstl et al.
[2014] derived a linear relationship for a similar plot. In Figure 7b , the predicted travel time, which is defined as target_arrival-sse_launch, is plotted against the mean magnetic field. This highlights that only short travel times are accompanied by strong magnetic fields. This relationship does depend on radial distance, as the events from MESSENGER again dominate the left side of the plot. Figure 6 . Difference of HI predicted speeds to ICME plasma speeds. (a) Calculated minus observed CME speed at Earth, for HIA. The HI speed is corrected for the circular SSEF30 front. The in situ speed is the proton speed in the ICME sheath region. (b) Same for HIB.
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These plots and values may give some rough indication of the magnitude of the magnetic field that is to be expected when looking at the predicted CME travel time, the predicted impact speed, and its heliospheric location.
Conclusions
We have compared the predictions of the impact and the arrival time from the SSEF30 technique using STEREO/HI observations for more than 1300 CME events with more than 600 ICMEs that were reported in the existing literature and online data sources and merged by us into a singular catalog. Thereby we have derived some fundamental results concerning heliospheric imager-based geometrical modeling with the SSEF30 technique. This is of major importance for a space weather mission carrying a heliospheric imager at the L5 or L1 point [Lavraud et al., 2016; DeForest et al. 2016] , and all other missions that carry heliospheric imagers (STEREO, Solar Orbiter, and Solar Probe Plus). In summary, our results derived from science data and those by Tucker-Hood et al. [2015] for HI real time data show that HI modeling is currently at the same level for predicting CME arrivals as are other analytical and numerical techniques.
Contingency Table Results
We find that one out of four predicted impacts with the SSEF30 technique results in a clear ICME that includes a magnetic obstacle, for a time window of ±1.5 days around the predicted arrival time. Including a constraint on the propagation latitude of the CME in HI, so that only CMEs which centrally propagate near the solar equatorial plane are selected, improves the hit percentages to about 33%, so two false alarms for one correct prediction.
We find for time windows from 1.0 to 2.0 days a stable true skill statistic (TSS) of 0.19 to 0.22, similar for HIA and HIB. What does this mean in comparison to other studies? We need to caution that we have used science data to discuss hindsight predictions of CMEs with heliospheric imagers. Tucker-Hood et al. [2015] , analyzing the real time performance of HI with beacon data, find a slightly higher TSS of 0.26 (calculated from their contingency table). The higher TSS than in our study is likely explained by smaller statistics and a longer time window as in our study. For several techniques to calculate the shock arrivals, Zhao and Dryer [2014] find TSS between 0.15 and 0.25, similar to our results.
Overall, the TSS of about 0.20 might be considered rather low concerning the accuracy of a regular space weather forecast. However, we recognize several aspects that are expected to improve the prediction accuracy. First, the HI SSEF30 technique does not adequately reflect basic CME physics (see below). Second, our analysis relied on existing ICME lists, focusing on clear ICMEs that feature magnetic flux ropes. We did not include ICME flank encounters that often feature unclear ICME signatures [e.g., Richardson and Cane, 2010] Figure 7 . Relationship between predicted speed, travel time and the mean magnetic field in the magnetic obstacle (MO), for all events classified as hits (true positives). (a) The predicted target speed is shown with a typical error bar of ±10% against the mean MO field, with the error bar given by the standard deviation of the MO field. (b) The predicted travel time, also with a ±10% error, against the mean MO field. The color code for each spacecraft is given in the plot legend.
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10.1002/2017SW001614 and sometimes "driverless shocks" [e.g., Gopalswamy et al., 2010; Janvier et al., 2014] , i.e., the whole bulk of the CME is missed. Even such cases are interesting for space weather as CME sheaths alone can drive major storms [Huttunen et al., 2002; Huttunen and Koskinen, 2004] .
In future work, the forecasted CME arrivals might be checked against the in situ data directly, not just the ICME lists, which would eliminate the identification of ICMEs which is always a subjective matter. Another clear improvement is to take into account event specific aspects. A major assumption that needs to be eliminated is the constant 60°full width of the CME (based on Yashiro et al. [2004] and determine the width for each event separately. This emphasizes also the importance of multispacecraft missions to allow CME reconstructions from multiple vantage points to obtain realistic parameter that are not subject to projection effects [e.g., Thernisien et al., 2009] .
Arrival Times
Forecasting with HI also works well for locations at <1 AU, as we find that the predicted arrival times match with similar accuracy compared for spacecraft positioned around 1 AU. This result might be expected for Mars too, though we could not yet test this as MAVEN entered its orbit around Mars in late 2014 just when STEREO went into conjunction. The mean, signed arrival time differences of around ±17 h are very close to those reported by a comparison of the heliospheric MHD simulation Enlil and the drag-based model forecasts at Earth [Vršnak et al., 2014] . Our sample for this comparison consists of 315 CMEs, 143 observed by HIA, and 172 by HIB. Mays et al. [2015] report a mean absolute difference of 12.3 h for predicted shock arrivals with Enlil at Earth; Zhao and Dryer [2014] quote 10 h. For our study and looking only at the Earth/L1 arrivals, this mean absolute difference is only slightly larger: 14.0 (HIA) and 14.4 h (HIB), based on 76 (HIA) and 74 (HIB) comparisons to in situ data. However, it must be noted that such comparisons depend on the choice of the time window for successful hits. In summary, with the current SSEF30 technique, using an HI instrument does not enhance the CME prediction accuracy, but its results are perfectly comparable with those from other methods that use analytical and numerical modeling.
To improve the arrival time predictions, in future work, the SSEF30 modeling results on all 1337 CMEs should be updated with ElEvoHI [Rollett et al., 2016] , as the constant speed of SSEF30 assumption runs into troubles in particular predicting the arrival speeds. A robust automatization of ElEvoHI is needed to do this. ElEvoHI eliminates both assumptions of a circular front and constant speed and instead uses an elliptical shape [Janvier et al., 2014; Möstl et al., 2015; Rollett et al., 2016] and a decelerating speed profile [Vršnak et al., 2013 ]. The ellipse shape may even evolve with time. We expect that applying ElEvoHI to all CME tracks in the HIGeoCat will show improvements concerning the arrival time and arrival speed. Future work should also focus on adding magnetic fields to predictions with heliospheric imagers, by bringing together a model such as FRi3D [Isavnin, 2016] or FIDO [Kay et al., 2017] with ElEvoHI to make predictions of CME geomagnetic effects possible [Tobiska et al., 2013; Kubicka et al., 2016] .
Implications for Future Missions
We have demonstrated that L5 could be a good location for the prediction of Earth-directed CMEs with HI. But somewhat surprisingly, if the HI observing spacecraft is positioned further away from the Earth in heliospheric longitude, the hit/miss predictions do not get worse. Note, however, that this was already seen by Lugaz et al. [2012] and Möstl et al. [2014] . We can now base this conclusion on a larger event sample, but there are other factors such as a changing solar activity from minimum to maximum that may considerably influence this result, and more specific work should be dedicated to understanding this effect. In any case, this has an implication for current operations with STEREO Ahead: real-time predictions with HI should be done even when the spacecraft is still behind the east limb of the Sun as seen from Earth. This means that we do not have to wait to use HI until it passes L5 in July 2020 to make good predictions using the HI instrument.
It has also been proposed that L1 could be a good location for a heliospheric imager [DeForest and Howard, 2015] . While we find that "self-predictions" of CMEs observed with HIA or HIB and later detected with the same spacecraft by the in situ instruments measuring magnetic fields and plasma parameters show slightly better percentages of correct hits than those to other spacecraft, the rate of false rejections is much higher than for an "away" view point, meaning most ICMEs that impacted STEREO A or B were not detected by its own heliospheric imager.
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